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ORTEC ®

HM413
CAMAC FERAbus Histogramming Memory

The ORTEC Model HM413 CAMAC
FERAbus Histogramming Memory
provides histogramming of the spectral
data from ADCs equipped with the
standard FERAbusTM readout port. The
Model HM413 has two modes of
operation: (a) the Monitor mode, and (b)
the Readout Control mode. In the Monitor
mode, the Model HM413 histograms
spectra from pre-selected ADCs while
listening to list-mode readouts on the
FERAbus. This is an efficient solution for
monitoring the spectra from various
ADCs during a multi-parameter
coincidence experiment. It relieves the
data processing computer of the time-
consuming and memory-consuming
histogramming tasks. In the Readout
Control mode, the HM413 functions as
the readout controller for histogramming
singles spectra from multiple ADCs. This
is a powerful and cost-effective solution
when the singles spectra from a large
number of detectors must be analyzed at
high counting rates.
The histogramming memory has a length
of 32,768 channels and a capacity of
16,777,215 counts per channel (24 bits).
It can be configured by CAMAC
commands to histogram two 16,384-
channel ADCs, four 8192-channel ADCs,
eight 4096-channel ADCs, sixteen 2048-
channel ADCs, or thirty-two 1024-
channel ADCs. CAMAC commands
assign the memory segments to
histogram particular ADCs on the basis
of the Virtual Station Number of the ADC

module and the Subaddress of each
ADC within the module. Depending on
the number of bits delivered by the
ADCs, each Model HM413 serves all
ADCs located in one or two ADC
modules.
The Model HM413 supports all CAMAC
ADCs that provide the standard FERAbus
control and data output formats, as
defined in the ECL Inputs/Outputs section
of the Model HM413 specifications. This
includes the CAMAC/FERAbus series of
ORTEC ADCs and the LeCroy 4300B 16-
Input ADC. All ADCs must operate in the
zero-suppressed readout mode in order
to  provide the Virtual Station Number,
the Subaddress, and the Header Word
that the Model HM413 uses to identify
the assigned ADCs. The Model HM413
supports both the Singles and
Coincidence modes featured in the
ORTEC FERAbus ADCs. The LeCroy
4300B operates only in the Coincidence
mode.
In the Monitor mode, the Model HM413
simply listens to the ADC readouts
occurring on the FERAbus, while the
LeCroy 4301 acts as the readout
controller for the list-mode readout (Fig.
1a). The WST (Write Strobe) signal on
the ECL Control Bus causes the Model
HM413 to read each word on the ECL
Data Bus into a fast FIFO memory. This
buffer memory allows the Model HM413
to track the readout of a crate full of
ADCs at 100 ns per word. The Model
HM413 continuously unloads the FIFO
memory, and histograms only the data
corresponding to its assigned ADCs.
In the Readout Control mode, the Model
HM413 acts as the readout controller
(Fig. 1b). This mode is used for
histogramming the singles spectra from
multiple ADCs. ADC data acquisition can
be either gated by the master GATE, or
ungated. The GAI gate inputs of the
Model HM413 allow ECL, fast negative
NIM, TTL, or slow positive NIM logic
signals to be used for the master GATE
input. When an ADC has data ready for
readout, it generates a Readout Request
(REQ) on the ECL Control Bus. The
Model HM413 enables the readout by
sending a Readout (REO) Signal, via a
twisted-pair cable, to the Readout

• Fast histogramming of spectral data from CAMAC ADCs equipped with 
FERAbusTM readout

• TWO modes of operation: Monitor mode and Readout Control mode
• MONITOR MODE histograms spectra from preselected ADCs in multi-parameter 

coincidence experiments, while listening to list-mode readouts on the FERAbus
Relieves the central computer of time- and memory-consuming 
histogramming tasks

• READOUT CONTROL MODE operates as the readout controller for 
histogramming singles spectra from multiple ADCs
A powerful, cost-effective solution for multiple MCAs and high counting rates

• CAMAC programmable to histogram thirty-two 1k ADCs, sixteen 2k ADCs, eight 
4k ADCs, four 8k ADCs, or two 16k ADCs

• CAMAC control of: histogramming start/stop, readout of selected segments,
memory clear, ADC assignments, and FERAbus functions
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Enable (REN) input of the first ADC in
the readout loop. The Model HM413
reads the data from the ADC in the same
way as in the Monitor mode, except that
the Model HM413 accepts and generates
the handshake signals that control the
data transfer. When the ADC has finished
its readout, it sends a PASS signal to the
REN input of the next ADC. If the next
ADC is not requesting a readout, it
delivers a PASS signal to the REN input
of the following ADC. The PASS output
from the last ADC is sent to the CLI input
of the Model HM413 to generate a Clear
(CLR) signal on the ECL Control Bus.
The CLR signal releases all ADCs to
accept the next event. The CLI input
connection is not required with ORTEC
ADCs operating in the Singles mode, but
is required for the Coincidence mode.
Use of the CLI signal is mandatory for
the LeCroy 4300B ADC.
CAMAC controls are provided for starting
and stopping the histogramming process,
for reading the contents of a selected
memory segment, and for erasing the
spectral data in the entire memory. These
functions can be executed without
interfering with the continuous operation

of the FERAbus readout, providing the
F(26)·A(1) and F(24)·A(1) commands are
used to start and stop data acquisition.
When it is necessary to synchronize the
live-time clocks in the ADCs with the data
acquisition in the Model HM413, the "I"
command can be used to start and stop
data acquisition simultaneously on all
modules in the same crate. Front-panel
LEDs indicate when the HM413 is
enabled to accept data, when data is
accepted for histogramming, and when a
CAMAC communication is occurring.
CAMAC commands are also provided for
configuring the FERAbus functions.
CAMAC readout of selected memory
segments proceeds as a block transfer in
the Q-Stop mode. For ADC identification,
the first channel of a segment readout
contains the Segment Number and the
Virtual Station Number of the ADC. A
LAM output can be used to signal the
need for readout when the counts in one
of the memory channels have exceeded
the memory capacity.
The Model HM413 automatically solves
the problem of the "occasionally missing
readout request" in the Coincidence

mode. When a standard FERAbus
system operates in the zero-suppressed
readout mode, the master GATE from the
readout controller (e.g., LeCroy 4301
FERA Driver) signals the ADCs to
analyze the coincident events at their
inputs, and to wait for a common Clear
(CLR) after readout. Occasionally, all of
the ADCs produce a zero response,
because they fail to detect any analog
input signals. In this case, no readout
request is generated, and the standard
readout controller will not produce the
Clear signal required to release the
ADCs for the next event. The Model
HM413 detects this situation, and
prevents lock-up by initiating a readout
request 10 μs after the end of the master
GATE signal. The readout controller
responds to the readout request by
issuing a readout command, which
results in a CLR signal being generated.
To facilitate making the interconnections
between the FERAbus modules, the C-
ECLBUS Cable Kit is recommended as a
separately ordered accessory. This kit
contains the cables and connectors
needed for a crate full of FERAbus
modules.

Fig. 1. Interconnection of the Model HM413 with FERAbus ADCs for (a) the Monitor mode, and (b) the Readout Control mode.
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HM413
CAMAC FERAbus Histogramming Memory

Specifications
PERFORMANCE
OPERATING MODES To provide the Virtual
Station Number and Subaddress information
required by the Model HM413, all FERAbus
ADCs must operate in the zero-suppressed
readout mode.

Monitor Mode The Model HM413 histograms
spectra from preselected ADCs while listening
to list-mode readouts on the FERAbus. The
LeCroy 4301 FERA Driver functions as the
readout controller (Fig. 1a). Typically used for
multi-parameter coincidence measurements,
with multiple ADCs providing list-mode
readout. Accepts either Coincidence- or
Singles-mode readout.

Readout Control Mode The Model HM413
operates as the readout controller for
histogramming singles spectra from several
ADCs (Fig. 1b). Data acquisition can be gated
or ungated.

CAMAC-CONTROLLED FUNCTIONS
Histogramming start/stop, readout of selected
segments, clear memory, ADC/segment
assignments, and FERAbus functions.

MEMORY LENGTH  32,768 channels.

MEMORY CAPACITY 24 Bits (16,777,215
counts per channel).

PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY
CONFIGURATIONS Two 16,384-channel
segments, four 8192-channel segments, eight
4096-channel segments, sixteen 2048-channel
segments, or thirty-two 1024-channel
segments. Selected by CAMAC commands to
match the ADCs being histgrammed.

FERAbus DATA TRANSFER RATE 100 ns
per word.

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ADCs ON THE
FERAbus One CAMAC crate full of ADCs in
the Monitor mode. Limited to the ADCs
specified by the segment assignments in the
Readout Control mode.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
0 to 50°C.

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
CONTROL SIGNAL SWITCH The DIP switch
on the printed circuit board serves two
functions: (a) disconnection of the CLR, GATE,
and WAK outputs from the ECL Control Bus,
and (b) switching the cable termination for the
REQ signal. Position assignments and settings
are in Table 1.

FAST NIM/TTL LOGIC JUMPERS Two
circuit-board jumpers select the logic
convention for the GAI and CLI LEMO inputs.
The fast negative NIM logic position is towards
the front of the module; the TTL position is
towards the rear. Each jumper controls the
input attached to the adjacent coaxial cable.

PD Two front-panel red LED indicators (one
for the ECL CONTROL connector, and one for
the ECL DATA connector) are turned ON when
the ECL pull-down resistors are installed for
the ECL CONTROL connector, or when the
termination resistors are installed for the ECL
DATA connector. See ECL Inputs/Outputs.

ANALYZE Front-panel LED indicates that the
Model HM413 is enabled to process data from
the ADCs.

STORED Front-panel LED flashes for
approximately 1 ms each time valid data is
identified and stored in the appropriate
memory segment. The relative brightness
indicates the rate at which events are being
stored.

CAMAC READ Front-panel LED  indicates
that a CAMAC read or write communication is
in progress.

INPUTS
GAI Front-panel LEMO connector accepts the
master GATE signal for distribution to the
ADCs on the ECL Control bus. See GATE
description for function. A circuit-board jumper
selects NIM-standard fast negative logic (50-
Ω input impedance), or TTL logic (also
compatible with NIM-standard positive logic; 1-
kΩ input impedance). The LEMO GAI input is
OR'ed with the ECL GAI input.

CLI Front-panel LEMO connector accepts the
Clear Input (CLI) signal for distribution to the
ADCs as the CLR signal on the ECL
CONTROL bus. See the CLI description under
ECL Inputs/Outputs for functional definition. A
circuit-board jumper selects NIM-standard fast
negative logic (50- Ω input impedance), or TTL
logic (also compatible with NIM-standard
positive logic; 1-k Ω input impedance). The
LEMO CLI input is OR'ed with the ECL CLI
input.

ECL INPUTS/OUTPUTS
FERAbus communication with the ADCs
utilizes ECL logic levels on the front-panel
CONTROL and DATA connectors. All pull-
down and termination resistors must be
removed from the Model HM413 when
operating in the Monitor mode, and installed
when operating in the Readout Control mode
(see PD LED, CONTROL SIGNAL SWITCH,
and Fig. 1). Only one ADC on each ECL bus
should have the pull-down and termination
resistors installed. The termination resistors
are normally installed at the receiving end for
each pair of ECL signal lines. The CLI, GAI,
and REO connectors require construction of
100- Ω, twisted-pair cables, with a 2-pin socket
and housing (AMP 1-87756-8 and AMP 5-
87456-3) on each end.

ECL LOGIC LEVELS The nominal ECL logic
levels (into a 100-� differential load) are:

Left (+) Pin Right (–) Pin

Logic 0 –1.8 V –0.9 V

Logic 1 –0.9 V –1.8 V

For single-ended operation (–) pin is grounded
in the receiving module.

ECL DATA INPUT  Front-panel, 17- by 2-pin
connector (AMP 1-103326-7) accepts the
digitized ADC outputs in the form of single-
ended ECL signals from the ECL Data Bus.
Up to 16 parallel bits can be accepted and
stored into the FIFO memory at the time of the
Write Strobe (WST) signal. Bits are
sequentially assigned, with bit 1 assigned the
two pins in row 1 and bit 16 occupying the two

Table 1. Control Signal Switch.

Set all Switches: OFF for the Monitor mode, ON for the Readout Control mode

SIGNAL
REQ CLR GATE   WAK

– + – + – + + –

Switch Position Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Cable Termination ON ON - - - - - -
No Termination OFF OFF - - - - - -
Outputs Connected - - ON ON ON ON ON ON
Outputs Disconnected - - OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
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pins in row 16. Row 17 is not connected.
Interconnection between the Model HM413
and other modules utilizing the ECL Data Bus
requires the construction of a 34-conductor
ribbon cable (3M part number 3365/34) with
17- by 2-pin headers (3M 3414-6006 or AMP
499498-9) spaced to match the configuration
of modules. Two removable termination resistor
packs provide 100- Ω input impedances on the
(+) inputs for the Readout Control mode. The
readout from the ADCs on the ECL Data Bus
must conform to the following format. Each
ADC must operate in zero-suppression mode
and deliver 2 to 17 data words during readout.
The first is always a header word:

followed by 1 to 16 data records, each with the
format:

according to the following definitions:

B16 The Model HM413 uses bit 16 to
distinguish header words from data records.
For a header word B16 = 1. For a data word
B16 = 0.

WRDCNT The word count is a value from 0 to
15, which defines the number of data records
that follow in the readout. The WRDCNT
information is not used by the Model HM413.

VSN The Virtual Station Number (0–255)
identifies the ADC module number during
zero-suppressed readout. The Model HM413
uses the VSN to identify the ADC data it must
histogram.

BN, BN-1 The value of N is determined by the
maximum subaddress provided by the ADC
module (number of ADC inputs per module).
ADC Inputs 
per Module: 1 2 4 8 16

BN: B15 B15 B14 B13 B12

SUBADDR  The subaddress identifies the
individual ADC within the module having the
VSN designated in the header word. The
Model HM413 decodes the SUBADDR to
histogram ADCs in their sequentially assigned
segments of memory.

DATA The conversion data from the ADC
identified by the SUBADDR and VSN. The
number of bits of data depends on the number
of ADC inputs per module and the number of
bits in the individual ADCs.

ECL CONTROL BUS The 8- by 2-pin
connector at the top of the front panel
accommodates the ECL Control Bus for
synchronizing data acquistion among multiple
ADCs, and for controlling ECL data transfer. A
row of two pins is assigned to each differential
ECL input or output, with the top 8 rows
forming the ECL Control Bus. Interconnection
between ADC modules and the Model HM413
requires the construction of a 16-conductor
ribbon cable (3M part number 3356/16) with 8-
by 2-pin headers (3M 3452-6006 or AMP
499497-3) spaced to match the configuration
of modules. The logic signals in the ECL
Control Bus are listed below. If a LeCroy 4301
FERA Driver is connected to the bus, the CLR,
GATE, and WAK output drivers in the Model
HM413 must be disconnected from the ECL
Control Bus by the CONTROL SIGNAL
SWITCH for operation in the Monitor mode.

N/C No connection.

WST The Write Strobe input is provided by
the ADC presenting data for readout on the
bus. WST indicates when each word on the
ECL Data Bus is valid, and causes the
Model HM413 to read the word into a FIFO
memory. The leading edge of the WST
pulse must fall inside the data pulse and
must arrive at least 10 ns after the data are
valid. The minimum WST width is 40 ns.
Minimum data transfer time is 100 ns/word.
The 100-Ω termination resistor (R7) on the
(+) input must be removed for the Monitor
mode, and installed for the Readout Control
mode. The (–) input is always grounded.

REQ The readout Request signal is both an
ECL input and an ECL output on the Model
HM413. When an ADC has data ready for
readout, the ADC issues an REQ signal.
The Model HM413 recognizes the REQ
signal, waits for a fixed delay (factory set to
200 ns), then issues the REO signal on a
separate connector. In the Readout Control
mode, the REO signal is connected to the
Readout Enable (REN) input on the first
ADC in the readout chain to initiate the the
readout sequence. The REO signal is not
used in the Monitor mode. In either mode,
the Model HM413 monitors the master
GATE and CLR lines on the ECL Control
Bus. If a CLR signal is not detected within
10 μs of the end of a master GATE signal,
the Model HM413 will generate an REQ
signal. This initiates a readout cycle, which
generates a CLR, thus preventing lock-up
of the analyze/ readout cycle when none of
the ADCs detected an event. REQ is
terminated by the CLR signal. The REQ
output can be enabled for the Coincidence
mode by the F(26)·A(2) CAMAC command,
or disabled for the Singles mode by the
F(24)·A(2) command. Terminations of 100

Ω on the (+) input and ground on the (–)
input must be connected by the CONTROL
SIGNAL SWITCH for the Readout Control
mode.

CLR In the Readout Control mode, the
CLR output is issued by the Model HM413
at the end of ADC readout. This signal
clears the ADCs and releases them to
analyze the next event. Normally, the CLR
signal is generated by connecting the PASS
signal from the last ADC in the readout loop
to the CLI input on the Model HM413. The
CLR signal can also be generated by the
CAMAC command F(9)·A(1). The CLR
connector on the Model HM413 serves as
an ECL input and an ECL output. The input
function contains no termination resistors.
For the Monitor mode, the CLR output and
its pull-down resistors must be
disconnected by the CONTROL SIGNAL
SWITCH. In the Readout Control mode, the
CLR output is enabled for the Coincidence
mode by the F(26)·A(2) CAMAC command,
or disabled for the Singles mode by the
F(24)·A(2) command.

GATE The master GATE output is
distributed to all ADCs connected to the
ECL Control Bus for gating in the Readout
Control mode. The GATE output is an ECL
version of the input provided to the Model
HM413 on the GAI connector. The logic 1
state enables acceptance of analog inputs
by the ADCs for conversion, and forces all
ADCs to wait for a common Clear (CLR)
after readout. The master GATE signal is
not required by ORTEC ADCs operating in
the Singles mode. The GATE connector on
the Model HM413 serves as an ECL output
and an ECL input (see REQ). The input
function contains no termination resistors.
For the Monitor mode, the GATE output and
its pull-down resistors must be
disconnected by the CONTROL SIGNAL
SWITCH. In the Readout Control mode, the
GATE output is enabled for the Coincidence
mode by the F(26)·A(2) CAMAC command,
or disabled for the Singles mode by the
F(24)·A(2) command.

WAK  The Write Acknowledge output is
used only in the Readout Control mode.
When an ADC has data ready for transfer
on the ECL Data Bus, it issues a Write
Strobe (WST) signal on the ECL Control
Bus. After a 35-ns delay, the Model HM413
responds with a 40-ns-wide WAK signal.
The WAK signal indicates completion of the
transfer, and enables the next word to be
asserted on the bus by the ADCs. For the
Monitor mode, the WAK output and its pull-
down resistors must be disconnected by
the CONTROL SIGNAL SWITCH.

B16   B15 . . . . . B12   B11   B10   B9   B8 . . . . . B1

1      WRDCNT       0       0      0        VSN

B16   B15 . . . . . . . . . . BN    B(N–1) . . . . . . . . .B1

0          SUBADDR                    DATA
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HM413
CAMAC FERAbus Histogramming Memory

GND Both pins connected to ground.

ROW 8 No connection.

CLI Front-panel 1- by 2-pin connector accepts
the Clear Input (CLI) signal for distribution to
the ADCs as the CLR signal on the ECL
Control Bus. The ECL CLI input is OR'ed with
the LEMO CLI input. At the end of ADC
readout, a logic 1 signal is applied to clear the
ADCs and release them to accept the next
event. CLI is normally derived from the PASS
output of the last ADC in the readout loop. CLI
is required in the Readout Control mode with
LeCroy 4300B ADCs, and ORTEC ADCs set
to the Coincidence mode. CLI is not required
by the Model HM413 with ORTEC ADCs set to
the Singles mode, or all ADCs in the Monitor
mode. Differential input impedance is
nominally 100 Ω.

GAI Front-panel 1- by 2-pin connector
accepts the master GATE signal for distribution
to the ADCs on the ECL Control Bus. See
GATE description for function. Differential input
impedance is nominally 100 Ω. The ECL GAI
input is OR'ed with the LEMO GAI input.

REO Front-panel 1- by 2-pin connector
provides the Readout ECL output for initiating
readout at the REN input on the first ADC in
the readout loop. REO is used only in the
Readout Control mode. See REQ description
for function. The CONTROL PD LED is on
when the REO pull-down resistors are
installed for operation in the Readout Control
mode.

N/C No connection.

CAMAC COMMANDS
Z Initializes the module. Clears 

the LAM flip-flop, disables data 
collection, sets all registers to 
zero, disables the Coincidence 
mode, and clears the data 
memory to zero. The Q response
is inhibited while the memory is 
being cleared.

I Inhibits the Store function as 
long as the I signal is present.
Used to stop and start data 
acquisition simultaneously for all 
ADCs and HM413 modules in 
the same crate.

X The module responds with X = 1 
for all valid function commands.

Q The module responds with Q = 1
if the function command can be 
executed when issued.

L A LAM is generated when the 
content of any channel exceeds 
the capacity of the memory.
Active only if the LAM is 
enabled [see F(24)·A(0) and 
F(26)·A(0)].

F(0)·A(0) Initiates reading the entire 
memory segment (as specified 
by the Segment Register) in the 
Q-Stop mode. Reads the 24-bit 
(R1 to R24) data word at the 
current memory address, and 
increments the address by one 
at S2. A Q = 0 response is 
generated when the address 
pointer exceeds the current 
segment block while reading a 
segment. The Segment Register 
must be loaded by the F(17)·A(3)
command before reading 
memory. Load segment 1 
through 32 (depending on the 
number of segments selected) to
read the desired segment. The 
data for the first channel in the 
readout is replaced with a word 
that contains the Segment 
Number in bits 9 to 16 and the 
Virtual Station Number for the 
segments in bits 1 to 8.
Subsequent words contain the 
channel-by-channel histogram 
data for the segment.

F(1)·A(0) Reads the Configuration 
Register (R1 to R5).

F(8)·A(0) Tests LAM. Q = 1 if LAM is 
present.

F(9)·A(0) Causes the Model HM413 to 
clear the contents of every 
channel of memory to a value of 
zero. This takes approximately 
5 ms. No Q responses will be 
generated for further commands 
while clearing memory. Segment 0 
must be selected via F(17)·A(3) 
before issuing F(9)·A(0).

F(9)·A(1) Generates a Clear signal (CLR) 
on the ECL Control Bus, if 
positions 3 and 4 of the 
CONTROL SIGNAL SWITCH are
set ON for the Readout Control 
Mode.

F(10)·A(0) Tests and clears LAM. A Q = 1 
response is generated if a LAM 
is present and the LAM is 
cleared.

F(16)·A(0) Writes the memory address (W1 
to W15) to be read by a 
subsequent F(0)·A(0) command.

F(17)·A(0) Writes to the VSN1 Register 
(W1 to W8).

F(17)·A(1) Writes to the VSN2 Register 
(W1 to W8).

F(17)·A(2) Writes to the Configuration 
Register (W1 to W5).

F(17)·A(3) Writes to the Segment Register 
(W1 to W8).

F(24)·A(0) Disables LAM.

F(24)·A(1) Stops the Analyze mode (data 
histogramming). Data transfer 
on the ECL Data Bus continues, 
independent of this command.

F(24)·A(2) Disables the Coincidence mode 
for operation in the Singles 
mode. Disables the generation 
of REQ by the Model HM413 
following the termination of the 
master GATE signal. Also 
disables the CLR and GATE 
output signals. The Z command 
also disables the Coincidence 
mode.

F(26)·A(0) Enables LAM. LAM is generated 
when any channel exceeds the 
capacity of the memory.

F(26)·A(1) Starts the Analyze mode (data 
histogramming).

F(26)·A(2) Enables the Coincidence mode.
Enables the master GATE and 
CLR outputs. Enables the 
generation of an REQ signal by 
the Model HM413 if a CLR signal
is not detected within 10 μs after 
the GATE signal is terminated 
(see the REQ description).

REGISTERS
VSN1 REGISTER The Virtual Station Number
of the ADC module that the Model HM413 will
histogram in the first half of memory must be
written into this register. This value is
compared to the virtual station number in the
header words from the ADCs to determine
whether the Model HM413 should respond to
the data. In some cases the ADC with VSN1
will occupy the entire data memory. The
command F(17)·A(0) writes to the VSN1
Register (W1 to W8). To accept data, the
VSN1 comparator must always be enabled
(see Configuration Register).

VSN2 REGISTER The function of this register
is the same as the VSN1 Register, but it allows
the data from two separate modules to be
processed. The data that matches this register
will be placed in the top half of the data
memory. The command F(17)·A(1) writes to
the VSN2 Register (W1 to W8). The VSN2
comparator must be disabled when the ADC
with VSN1 occupies the entire data memory
(see Configuration Register).

CONFIGURATION REGISTER The
Configuration Register is a 5-bit register that
allows the operator to enable the VSN (Virtual
Station Number) comparators for ADC
identification, and select the number of
segments that the data memory is divided into.
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Command F(1)·A(0) reads, and F(17)·A(2)
writes to the Configuration Register. The bit
assignments are:

Bit Function

1 Disable 1st VSN comparator. Enable 
= 0, disable = 1. Must always be 
enabled in order to accept ADC data.

2 Disable 2nd VSN comparator. Enable 
= 0, disable = 1. Must be disabled 
when the entire memory is assigned 
to a single VSN (i.e., a single ADC 
module).

3 Segment select 1

4 Segment select 2 See Segment 
Assignments

5 Segment select 3

Segment Assignments

SEGMENT SELECT REGISTER This register
allows the operator to select an individual
segment for readout by loading the number of
the segment (1 to 32). Care should be taken
not to load a value greater than the number of
segments selected by the Configuration
Register. Segments are sequentially assigned
in the order of the ADC Subaddress numbers.
The command F(17)·A(3) writes to the
Segment Select Register (W1 to W8).

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
POWER REQUIRED The Model HM413
derives its power from a CAMAC crate
supplying ±6 V. The power required is +6 V at
2.1 A, –6 V at 1.0 A.

WEIGHT
Net 0.81 kg (1.8 lb).

Shipping 1.8 kg (4.0 lb).

DIMENSIONS CAMAC-standard single-width
module, 1.70 X 22.15 cm (0.67 X 8.72 in.)
front panel per IEEE/583-1982 (Reaff 1988).

Optional Accessories
The C-ECLBUS Cable Kit is recommended as
an accessory to facilitate the FERAbus
interconnections. Each kit contains:
Quantity Description

1 16-conductor ribbon cable with 
23 headers installed at 7.6-cm 
intervals for the ECL Control Bus.

1 34-conductor ribbon cable with 
23 headers installed at 7.6-cm 
intervals for the ECL Data Bus.

1 51-cm long twisted pair cable with 
2-pin sockets and headers on each 
end for the PASS to CLI connection.

23 15-cm long twisted pair cables with 
2-pin sockets and headers on each 
end for the REO to REN, and the 
PASS to REN connections.

The ribbon cables will serve an entire crate full
of FERAbus modules, and can be cut to
handle smaller groups of modules.

Ordering Information
To order, specify:
Model Description

HM413 CAMAC FERAbus 
Histogramming Memory

C-ECLBUS Cable Kit for the ECL Bus

Application Addendum
The Model HM413 is compatible with the
following LeCroy modules for readout on the
FERAbus™.

4300B 16-Input Fast Encoding & Readout
Charge ADC

4301 Fast Encoding & Readout Driver
Module

4302 Dual Port Memory

3341 8-Input, 12-Bit Charge-Integrating
ADC

3351 8-Input, 12-Bit Peak-Sensing ADC

3371 8-Input, 12-Bit TDC

3377* Drift Chamber Time-to-Digital
Converter

*When operating the LeCroy 3377 on the
FERAbus (ECLbus) with the HM413, the
“4300B mode” and the  “Single-Word Readout
Mode” must be selected in the 3377. This
allows the HM413 to histogram the thirty-two
separate time digitizers in the 3377 with 10-bit
time resolution.

A special setup is also required on the HM413
to accommodate thirty-two spectra of 1k length
from a single 3377 module (single Virtual
Station Number). Set the HM413 to process 4
spectra of 8k length. The subaddress bits
supplied by the 3377 will ensure that the thirty-
two 1k spectra get stored in the right locations
in the HM413 memory. The HM413 memory
must subsequently be read into the computer
memory as four blocks of 8k length. In the
computer one can readily pull out the
individual 1k spectra.

The 3377 can deliver more than 32 data words
for a single START trigger, because the 3377
can record multiple STOP events for a single
START pulse. This is no problem for the
HM413. The HM413 identifies a header word
by noting that bit 16 is set to 1. The Virtual
Station Number (VSN) included in the header
word is captured by the HM413 and compared
to the VSN the HM413 has been told to accept
for histogramming. If the comparison results in
a match, the HM413 histograms all
subsequent data words until a new header
word is detected. Data words are identified by
bit 16 being set to zero.

FERAbus™ is a trademark of the LeCroy
Corporation.

Configuration
Register Bits Number of Channels per
5 4 3 Segments Segment
0 0 0 2 16,384
0 0 1 4 8,192
0 1 0 8 4,096
0 1 1 16 2,048
1 0 0 32 1,024

6
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ORTEC ®

CMC203
FERA1 Driver, Memory and Histogrammer

• For data processing and readout control with 
CAMAC/FERAbus ADCs.

• Upgrade/replacement for the discontinued LeCroy 
4301 FERA Driver and 4302 Dual-Port Memory.

• FERAbus LIST Mode with 1-M-word FIFO buffer and 
asynchronous CAMAC readout: for coincidence 
measurements with multiple ADCs.

• Three histogramming modes in 1-M-word memory:
• Histogramming spectra from multiple ADCs in the

ero-suppressed mode.
• Acquiring and storing sequential histograms from

one ADC.
• Histogramming multiple ADCs in the non- ero-

suppressed mode.

• Three FERA Driver modes:
1. No buffering. Readout loop control with ECL 

input and ECL output (drop-in replacement for 
LeCroy 4301).

2. 2k FIFO buffer between ECL input and ECL 
output for asynchronous input/output.

3. Mode 2 with additional REN/PASS for cascading 
and daisy-chaining FERA Drivers from multiple 
readout loops.

• Optional logic to terminate uncompleted events.
• 12-bit DAC output for Test Reference Voltage Input 
on LeCroy ADCs.

1FERA is a registered trademark of the LeCroy Corporation.
2The CMC203 is manufactured by Cheesecote Mountain CAMAC, 24 Halley Drive, Pomona, N  10970,
USA for distribution by ORTEC.
3The Silena and LeCroy CAMAC/FERAbus products are no longer in production.

The Cheesecote Mountain CAMAC2 Model CMC203 FERA Driver, Memory and
Histogrammer is a single-width CAMAC module that provides rapid readout and
event control over the FERA bus for a variety of CAMAC/FERAbus ADCs. It is
compatible with the ORTEC models AD114 and AD413A, the LeCroy 4300B
ADC and 3377 TDC, and the SILENA 4418Q, 4418V, and 4418T. The CMC203
has vastly expanded capabilities compared to the LeCroy 4301 FERA Driver and
4302 Dual-Port Memory3 combination, which it replaces.
The CMC203 can fulfill the traditional role of the LeCroy 4301 FERA Driver in
controlling the synchronization and readout of multiple ADCs via the FERA bus.
In the default mode there is no FIFO buffering, and the data from the ADCs
supplied to the ECL Data Input port on the front panel instantaneously appears
at the ECL Output port on the rear panel. This mode is useful for transmitting the
data to a single module in synchronism with the entire readout loop.
An optional FERA Driver mode inserts a 2k FIFO buffer between the ECL input
and ECL output. Thus, the data transmission from the CMC203 to the
subsequent module can proceed asynchronously relative to the data received by
the CMC203 from the ADCs. By using the external REN/PASS connections,
along with the 2k FIFO, multiple CMC203 units can be daisy-chained to form a
second-level readout loop with yet another CMC203. This permits multiple ADC
readout loops, each with a dedicated FERA Driver, to be cascaded into one
FERA Driver.
The CMC203 also includes a 1-million-word FIFO buffer to facilitate streaming
ADC output data from the FERA bus to the supporting computer over the
CAMAC bus. Thus, the functions of both the LeCroy 4301 and 4302 are
combined into the CMC203. This capability is useful for coincidence
measurements incorporating a large number of ADCs in the FERA
readout/control loop. All the ADC values from each coincidence event are
transferred as a correlated block of data in the list mode. To ensure an
uninterrupted data flow, a LAM is set when the FIFO is half full, signaling the
supporting computer to extract the data from the FIFO. The data can be read
without interrupting data acquisition.

Cheesecote Mountain
CAMAC
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The 1-million-word memory can also function as a
histogramming memory to record the spectra from multiple
ADCs. In the zero-suppressed mode, the CMC203 deciphers the
Virtual Station Number (VSN) addresses of the ADCs to select
the data designated for histogramming. In the non-zero-
suppressed mode, data to be histogrammed is identified by the
sequential position in the readout format. The CMC203 can also
be configured to record a time sequence of spectra from one of
the ADCs in the FERA readout loop.
The CMC203 includes several features to eliminate incomplete
readouts. If a Gate pulse is issued to the ECL Control Bus, and
none of the ADCs has a converted event, the loop will not
naturally generate a CLEAR to enable processing the next
event. This lock-up is eliminated by the CMC203 issuing a
CLEAR after a prescribed delay. The delay is set slightly greater
than the longest expected ADC conversion time, and is digitally
selectable up to 160 ms.
The LeCroy FERA ADCs and the SILENA/ORTEC 4418Q/V/T
ADCs require a delay in the response to the Readout Request
from the earliest ADC, to avoid skipping other, slower-converting
ADCs during readout. In the CMC203, the delay for issuing the
Readout Enable is digitally programmable from 400 ns to 
160 ms.
To facilitate making the bus connections between the CMC203
and the FERAbus ADCs, the ORTEC C-ECLBUS Cable Kit is
recommended as a separately ordered accessory. This kit
contains the cables and connectors needed for a crate full of
FERAbus modules.

Specifications
PERFORMANCE

LIST-MODE/HISTOGRAMMING MEMORY SIZE: 1,048,576
sixteen-bit words.
HISTOGRAMMING RATE: 5-MHz maximum sustained rate. A
3000-word FIFO buffers the FERA bus from the histogramming
function to handle the 10-MHz burst rate of the FERA bus.
MAXIMUM HISTOGRAM COUNTS: Selectable for 16 bits
(65,535 counts/bin) with 1 M bins, or 32 bits (4,294,967,295
counts/bin) with 512k bins.
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HISTOGRAMMED ADC MODULES:

DAC OUTPUT: Programmable from 0 to 10.2375 V with 12 bits.
Differential non-linearity: 1/2 LSB. Endpoints factory calibrated
within 1/2 LSB. Serves as test voltage for LeCroy FERAbus
ADCs. Available on pin 15 of the FERA Control Bus.

INDICATORS
N: Red, front-panel LED indicates the module is being
addressed via the CAMAC bus.
FULL LED (A): ellow, front-panel LED normally indicates when
the FIFO memory is full. It can be programmed to indicate other
conditions via the LED Assignment Register.
BUSY LED (B): Green, front-panel LED normally indicates the
BUS  period starting with either a GATE or REQ signal and
terminating with the end of REQ, the end of CLR, or after the
Busy Delay, depending on register settings.

LEMO INPUTS/OUTPUTS
The LEMO inputs and outputs employ the fast negative NIM
logic standard. Logic "0" is nominally 0 mV, and logic "1" is
nominally –800 mV on the 50-Ω input impedance.

G (External Gate Input)4: Front-panel LEMO connector delivers
the GATE logic pulse to all ADCs in the FERA readout loop. The
GATE signals all ADCs in the FERA readout loop to sample the
analog signals at their respective inputs. This signal
synchronizes the analog sampling, analog-to-digital conversion,
and readout of all ADCs in the FERA readout loop to form one
block of correlated data for the event. The duration and arrival
time of the GATE input pulse must meet the requirements of the
ADCs in the FERA readout loop. CLR (CLEAR) is required at the
end of the readout to enable acquisition of the next event. G,
GATE and TESTGATE signals are ORed together on the ECL
Control Bus.
C (External Clear Input)4: Front-panel LEMO connector delivers
the CLR logic pulse to all modules in the FERA readout loop.
ORed with the ECL CLR input.
I (External Inhibit Input)4: A NIM logic "1" signal applied to this
front-panel LEMO connector inhibits readout of all modules in
the FERA readout loop. ORed with the ECL RINH input.
A (External Write Acknowledge Input)4: Front-panel LEMO
connector delivers an external WAK pulse to the FERA readout
loop. ORed with the ECL WAK input.
Q (External REQ Output)4: Front-panel LEMO connector
produces an external Readout Request, signaling that at least
one ADC in the FERA loop is requesting a readout. See also the
ECL RQO output.
S (External Write Strobe Output)4: Front-panel LEMO
connector produces an external Write Strobe Output, signaling
that the data on the FERA bus is valid and can be read by the
downstream module. See also the ECL WSO output.

Maximum Number
of ADC Modules
Histogrammed

Bits of
Conversion

Inputs per
Module

16-bit Max.
Counts

32-bit Max.
Counts

10
11
12
13
14

16
16
8
4
1

64
32
32
32
64

32
16
16
16
32

4Other functional assignments are programmable for the C, I, and A inputs via the
External REN Input Signal Select Register, and for the Q and S outputs via the
External Output Selection Register.
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ECL INPUTS/OUTPUTS
The fast FERAbus readout of ADC modules utilizes the FERA
Control Bus, the FERA Auxillary Signals, the FERA Data Bus
Input (all on the front panel), and the FERA Data Bus Output (on
the rear panel). All four ports employ ECL logic levels. Nominal
differential ECL logic levels (into a 120-Ω differential load) are:

Differential ECL outputs have 390-Ω pull-down resistors to
–5.2 V. Differential ECL inputs are terminated with 120 Ω
between the two conductors. Single-ended ECL inputs are
terminated with 60 Ω to –2 V.

FERA CONTROL BUS: Front-panel 8- by 2-pin connector
accommodates the control bus for synchronizing data acquisition
and readout among multiple ADCs. A row of 2 pins is assigned
to each differential ECL input or output. Interconnection between
ADC modules and the CMC203 requires construction of a 
16-conductor ribbon cable (3M part number 3365/16) with 
8- by 2-pin headers (3M 3452-6006 or AMP 499497-3) spaced
to match the configuration of modules. The logic signals in the
ECLBUS are listed below (top to bottom). Outputs are differential
ECL, while inputs are single-ended ECL (active input on "+" pin).
Only one module on the control bus should have the pull-down
resistors installed.

FERA AUXILIARY SIGNALS: Front-panel 8- by 2-pin connector
located directly below the FERA Control Bus connector. Provides
signals for connecting the REN/PASS daisy chain, and other
logic signals that can be individually routed to other modules. All
inputs and outputs are differential ECL.
Interconnection of each 2-pin signal with other modules requires
construction of a 120-Ω, twisted pair cable, with a 2-pin socket
and housing (AMP 1-87756-8 and AMP 5-87456-3) on each end.
Ensure that the + pin on the CMC203 is connected to the + pin
on the other module. Listed from top to bottom, the pin
assignments are:

DATA IN (FERA Data Bus Input): Front-panel 17- by 2-pin
connector (AMP 1-103326-7) accepts the digitized ADC outputs
from the FERA data readout bus. Single-ended ECL inputs are
used, with only the left column of pins (odd-numbered) active. Bit
1 is assigned to the two pins in row 1, and bit 16 occupies the
two pins in row 16. Pins 33 and 34 in row 17 are connected to
ground through 1-kΩ resistors. Interconnection between ADC
modules and the CMC203 requires construction of a 
34-conductor ribbon cable (3M part number 3365/34) with 
17- by 2-pin headers (3M 3414-6006 or AMP 499498-9) spaced
to match the configuration of modules.

CMC203
FERA1 Driver, Memory and Histogrammer

7,8 CLR output Clears all ADCs after the readout cycle is
completed to enable accepting the next
event.

9,10 GATE output Gate to all ADCs on the FERA bus.
Causes sampling of the analog signals,
and initiates the conversion and readout
cycle.

11,12 WAK output Write Acknowledge to ADCs on FERA
bus. Confirms data has been read, and
releases ADC to produce the next data
word.

13,14 GND ground both pins connect to ground
15,16 DAC analog Pin 15: DAC voltage output. Pin 16:

ground. See DAC OUTPUT under
PERFORMANCE.

7,8 WAK input External write acknowledge input5. See also
LEMO A input. Used by external memory
module to release CMC203 to present the
next data word.

9,10 WSO output External write strobe output5. See also
LEMO S output. Triggers external memory
module to read the valid data.

11,12 RQO output External Readout Request output5. See also
LEMO Q output. Used with cascaded
CMC203 readout loops.

13,14 REO output Readout enable to first module on FERA
bus.

15,16 PSI input Pass input5 from last module on FERA bus.
If bit 3 of the Control Register = 1, the PSI
input accepts the PASS or NEXT signal
from the last ADC in the FERA readout loop
to determine completion of the readout.
If bit 3 = 0, the end of REQ determines
completion of the readout. In either case,
completion terminates REO. Termination of
REO initiates a CLR, if bit 4 of the Control
Register = 1. The duration of CLR is
determined by the Clear Width Register
(F16 A4).

Left (+) Pin
(Odd Numbered)

Right (–) Pin
(Even Numbered)

Logic 0 –1.8 V –0.9 V
Logic 1 –0.9 V –1.8 V

Pin + – Name Direction Description
1,2 + – ground both pins connect to ground
3,4 WST input Write Strobe from ADC indicates data is

ready to be read
5,6 REQ input Readout Request from ADC indicates that

the module has completed its conversions,
and is ready to take control of the FERA
Data Output Bus. CMC203 responds with
REO to the REN input on the first ADC in
the FERA loop.

Pin Name Direction Description
1,2 CLR input External Clear input5. See also LEMO C

input.
3,4 GATE input External Gate input5. See LEMO Gate Input.

Can be used to control data acquisition with
cascaded CMC203 readout loops.

5,6 RINH input External read inhibit input5. See also LEMO
I input. Used by receiving memory module
to inhibit readout when not ready.

5Other functional assignments are programmable for the CLR, RINH, WAK, and
PSI inputs via the External REN Input Signal Select Register, and for the RQO and
WSO outputs via the External Output Selection Register.
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F A Command Description
F0 A0 Readdac read 12 bit DAC (register is 24 bits, r/w)
F0 A1 Readcsr read control register
F0 A2 Readreqd read request delay register
F0 A3 Readgatw read test gate width register
F0 A4 Readclrw read FERA clear width register
F0 A5 Readblks read histogram readout block size register
F0 A6 Readmult read multi histogram address register
F0 A7 Readgto read gate time out
F0 A8 Readbdl read busy end delay
F0 A9 Readvsn read 8-bit VSN for special headers and

trailers
F0 A10 Readvn read FPGA firmware version number
F0 A11 Readpp read ping-pong register
F0 A12 Readleds read LED selection register
F0 A13 Readext read external output selection register
F0 A14 Readeto read event time out register
F0 A15 Readexin read external input selection register

F1 A0 rdmemry read memory at address counter, increment
address

F1 A1 Readaddr read address counter
F1 A2 Rdmnobmp read memory at address counter, no

increment
F1 A3 Rdhistmode read histogram mode register
F1 A4 Rdhistmask read histogram mask 
F1 A5 Rdhistsize read histogram size 

F2 A0 ReadFIFO read next word from FIFO, Q = 0 when
empty

F2 A1 RdFIFOcount read number of words in FIFO
F2 A2 Readgatcnt read number of gates since last reset, 

LS 24 bits
F2 A3 Readgatcnta read number of gates since last reset, 

MS 24 bits
F2 A4 Readreqcnt read number of FERA requests since last

reset, LS 24 bits
F2 A5 Readreqcnta read number of FERA requests since reset,

MS 24 bits
F2 A6 Readclrcnt read number of FERA clears since last

reset, LS 24 bits
F2 A7 Readclrcnta read number of FERA clears since last

reset, MS 24 bits
F2 A8 Readhdrcnt read number of FERA headers since last

reset, LS 24 bits
F2 A9 Readhdrcnta read number of FERA headers since last

reset, MS 24 bits
F2 A10 Readhstcnt read number of hits in the histogram array,

LS 24 bits
F2 A11 Readhstcnta read number of hits in the histogram array,

MS 24 bits
F2 A12 Readevtto read number of event timeouts, LS 24 bits
F2 A13 Readevttoa read number of event timeouts, MS 24 bits
F2 A14 Readgateto read number of gate timeouts, LS 24 bits 
F2 A15 Readgatetoa read number of gate timeouts, MS 24 bit

Table 1. CAMAC COMMANDS AND FUNCTIONS

F A Command Description
F5 A0 FASTrdhist FASTCAMAC level 1 read of histogram

memory
F5 A1 FASTrdFIFO FASTCAMAC level 1 read of FIFO memory

F8 A0 Testlam test LAM (LAM set when FIFO becomes
half full)

F9 A0 F9fbclr send FERA bus CLEAR (width from width
register)

F9 A1 F9data reset data FIFO and counters
F9 A2 F9hist reset histogram data (this takes 200 ms)
F9 A3 F9addr reset memory readout address counter to

zero
F9 A4 F9all reset everything, like C or Z

F10 A0 Clearlam Clear LAM

F16 A0 Writedac Write 12 bit DAC, 0 to 10.2375 V
F16 A1 Writecsr Write control register
F16 A2 Writereqd Write request delay register, 40 ns LSB
F16 A3 Writegatw Write test gate width register, 10 ns LSB
F16 A4 Writeclrw Write FERA clear width register, 40 ns LSB
F16 A5 Writerblks Write histogram readout block size register
F16 A6 Writemult Write multi histogram register
F16 A7 Writegto Write gate timeout register, 40 ns LSB
F16 A8 Writebdl Write busy end delay register, 40 ns LSB
F16 A9 Writevsn Write 8-bit VSN for header and trailer
F16 A11 Writepp Write ping-pong register, 40 ns LSB
F16 A12 Writeleds Write LED selection register
F16 A13 Writextout Write external output selection register
F16 A14 Writeeto Write event time out register, 640 ns LSB
F16 A15 Writeextin Write external input register

F17 A0 Writemem Write memory at address counter
F17 A1 Writeaddr Write memory address counter
F17 A3 Wrhistmode Write histogram mode register
F17 A4 Wrhistmask Write histogram mask
F17 A5 Wrhistsize Write histogram size

F24 A0 Disalam disable LAM
F24 A1 Disa0 disable Gate/Request/Clear detection. See

F26 A1
F24 A2 Disa1 disable Gate/Request/Clear detection. See

F26 A2
F25 A0 Sendtestgate send gate to FERA control bus, width from

width register
F25 A1 Incrmemaddr increment memory address counter

F26 A0 Enablam enable LAM
F26 A1 Enab0 enable Gate/Request/Clear detection.

Honors CAMAC inhibit. See F24 A1
F26 A2 Enab1 enable Gate/Request/Clear detection.

Ignores CAMAC inhibit. See F24 A2
F27 A0 Tstmerase test memory erase in progress

F30 F30 Enter special mode to program the FPGAs

4
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CMC203
FERA1 Driver, Memory and Histogrammer

FERA DATA BUS OUTPUT: Rear-panel 17- by 2-pin connector
(AMP 1-103326-7) forwards the data from the front-panel DATA
IN connector to a subsequent module. The transfer can be
immediate (operating mode 0), or buffered with a 2k FIFO
(operating modes 1 and 2). Differential ECL outputs are
employed, with bit 1 assigned to the two pins in row 1, and bit 16
occupying the two pins in row 16. Pins 33 and 34 in row 17 are
connected to ground through 1 kΩ resistors. Interconnection
between the CMC203 and the receiving module requires
construction of a 34-conductor ribbon cable (3M part number
3365/34) with 17- by 2-pin headers (3M 3414-6006 or AMP
499498-9) spaced to match the configuration of modules. Only
one module on the ECL DATA BUS should have the pull-down
resistors installed. The 390-Ω pull-down resistors in the CMC203
can be unsoldered and removed, if necessary.

CAMAC COMMANDS
Z Initializes the module. Clears the LAM flip-flop, disables 

data collection, and clears all registers to zero.
C Produces the same results as the Z command. Z and C do 

not clear the histogram memory. Use F9 A2 to clear the 
histogram memory.

I Inhibits operation of the list mode and the histogramming as
long as the I signal is present. Used to stop and start data 
acquisition simultaneously for the CMC203 and all ADCs in 
the same crate. See functions F26 A1 and F26 A2 for 
honoring/ignoring the CAMAC Inhibit.

X The module responds with X = 1 for all valid function 
commands.

Q Q = 1 indicates valid data in response to read commands, 
and signals the “true” reply for the test commands (F27 A0 
and F8 A0). Q = 0 for all other commands.

L A LAM (Look At Me) is generated when the list-mode FIFO 
becomes half full. Active only if the LAM is enabled. See 
F24 A0, F26 A0, F8 A0, and F10 A0.

See Table 1. for additional CAMAC commands and functions.

REGISTERS
CONTROL REGISTER: A 12-bit register to select the operating
modes and other features. Read with F0 A1 and write with
F16 A1. Bit 0 is the least significant bit, and bit 11 is the most
significant bit.

Bits 0–2, Operating Modes:
0: Power up as a FERA Driver (Equivalent to LeCroy 4301).
1: FERA Driver with a 2k-word FIFO buffer between data input

and output.
2: FERA Driver with a 2k-word FIFO buffer and external 

REN/PASS.
3: FIFO mode directs all data to a 1-M-word FIFO, read by 

CAMAC.
4: 16-bit histogram mode, maximum value 65,535 counts/bin.
5: 32-bit histogram mode, maximum value 4,294,967,295 

counts/bin.
6,7: Not used.

Bit 3, REN/PASS Mode:
0 = Normal REN (Readout Enable, REO output on front panel) 

mode ends REN when REQ input ends.
1 = Pass mode ends REN only when PASS input (PSI input on 

front panel) is received.
Bit 4, Send CLEAR at End of Event:
0 = CLEAR not automatically sent at end of readout.
1 = Send CLEAR when readout is complete. Event ends when 
REQ ends, PASS (PSI) returns, or when gate timeout ends 
(if no REQ).

Bit(s) Binary
Value

Decimal
Value

Meaning

0–2 000 0 4301 emulation mode, this is power up default
mode

0–2 001 1 modified 4301, with 2k FIFO
0–2 010 2 modified 4301, with 2k FIFO, with external

REN/PASS
0–2 011 3 1M FIFO mode, CAMAC readout
0–2 100 4 16 bit histograms
0–2 101 5 32 bit histograms
0–2 110 6
0–2 111 7
3 8 REN mode: 0 = normal, 1 = pass mode
4 16 send clear at end of event
5 32 WST detection and deglitch mode
6 64 Busy mode
7 128 end busy after clear, else end after REN
8 256 Insert gate header in data stream
9 512 insert request header in data stream
10 1024 insert clear header in data stream
11 msb 2048
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Bit 5, WST Detection Mode:
0 = WST always detected, regardless of GATE, REQ or REO 

(default mode).
1 = WST ignored unless REO is asserted (event readout in 

progress), and WST is deglitched (WST must be 10 nS 
long).

Bit 6, BUSY Mode:
0 = Normal. BUS  is asserted during readout, when FIFO is full,

and when the module is disabled.
1 = BUS  is also asserted when the FIFO count is greater than 

7/8 of full (about 917k). BUS  stays on until the FIFO count 
drops below 1/2 of full (about 512k).

Bit 7, Select End of BUSY:
BUS  begins when GATE or REQ arrives.
0 = End BUS  when Readout Enable (REO) ends.
1 = End BUS  after end of CLEAR. If end-of-busy delay register 
is non-zero, also wait until end of delay (delay starts at end 
of REO or end of CLEAR).
Bit 8, Insert Special Diagnostic Gate Header in Data Stream:
0 = No insertion (normal mode).
1 = Insert gate header (format: 11000VVVVVVVVVVVV), when 

GATE is detected. VVVVVVVVVVVV is the VSN from the 
register at F16 A9.

Bit 9, Insert Special Dignostic Request Header in Data
Stream:
0 = No insertion (normal mode).
1 = Inserted when REQ is detected. Request header format:

11100VVVVVVVVVVVV, where V is the VSN from the 
register at F16 A9.

Bit 10, Insert Special Diagnostic Clear Header in Data
Stream:
0 = No insertion (normal mode).
1 = Insert Clear header at the beginning of CLEAR. Format:

11111CCCCVVVVVVVV, where V is the VSN from the 
register at F16 A9, and C identifies the reason for the clear:

Bit 11: not used, reserved

REQUEST DELAY REGISTER: Sets the delay between REQ
(in, from the earliest ADC) and REO (out). Write with F16 A2
(12 bits, 40 ns resolution, 160 microseconds maximum). Read
with F0 A2. Default (when register value = 0) is 400 ns. Minimum
delay settings to avoid skipping ADCs during readout:

DAC REGISTER: Sets the DAC Output for testing LeCroy ADCs
from 0 to 10.2375 Volts with 12-bit resolution. Write to the
register with F16 A0. Read with F0 A0. The full register length is
24 bits, and can be used to test the CAMAC read and write
lines.
TEST GATE WIDTH REGISTER: Determines the width of the
test Gate pulse injected into the the ECL Control bus by the
F25 A0 command. Selectable up to 40 μs maximum with a 
12-bit, 10-ns resolution. Write to this register with F16 A3, and
read with F0 A3.
FERA CLEAR WIDTH REGISTER: Sets the width of the CLEAR
pulse on the ECL Control bus up to 160 μs with 40-ns, 12-bit
resolution. Default is 200 ns when the register value = 0. Write
with F16 A4, and read with F0 A4.
HISTOGRAM CONTROL REGISTER: Write to the register with
F17 A3, and read with F1 A3.
0 = Employs the entire 1-M memory to histogram data from 

ADCs in the zero-suppressed mode, with memory allocation 
determined by the VSN and sub-address.

1 = Records a time-sequence of histograms for each sub-
address of one ADC module. Requires zero-suppressed 
mode.

2 = Histograms spectra from multiple ADCs and sub-addresses 
according to readout sequence, when the ADCs are in the 
non-zero-suppressed readout mode.

HISTOGRAM READOUT BLOCK SIZE REGISTER: Sets the Q-
stop limit for reading out a block of data. Normally set equal to
the length of the histogram to be transferred. Write to the register
with F16 A5, and read with F0 A5. Default = 1M (all of memory).
MULTI HISTOGRAM REGISTER: Provides the base address for
histogramming. For histogramming mode 0, bits 0 to 4 become
bits 15 to 19 of the histogramming base address. For
histogramming modes 1 and 2, bits 0 to 19 become the
histogramming base address. Write to the register with F16 A6,
and read with F0 A6.

Manufacturer Models Minimum REQ-REO Delay
LeCroy 4300B 4.8 μs (10 bits); 8.5 ms 

(11 bits)
SILENA 4418Q, 4418V, 4418T 33 μs
ORTEC AD114, AD413A 0.5 μs

CCCC the Source of the Clear
0000 Clear at the end of a normal event, when REO is deasserted.
0001 external Clear input
0010 Clear from F9 A0 command
0011 Clear from gate time out
0100 Clear from event time out

6
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GATE TIME-OUT REGISTER: Provides recovery from no REQ
after a GATE. The time-out value must be set longer than the
maximum expected delay between GATE and REQ. REQ
cancels the time-out. Otherwise, a CLEAR is issued at the end
of time-out regardless of the value of bit 4 in the control register.
Selectable from 40 ns to 160 μs with 40-ns, 12-bit resolution. A
value of 0 disables this function. Write to the register with
F16 A7, and read with F0 A7.
BUSY END-DELAY REGISTER: Sets the extension of BUS
beyond the end of CLEAR to provide additional ADC recovery
time before accepting the next event (busy must be used with
external logic to block the gate). Selectable from 0 to 160 μs with
40-ns, 12-bit resolution. Default is zero delay, i.e., BUS  ends at
the end of CLEAR. Write to the register with F16 A8, and read
with F0 A8.
VSN REGISTER: Holds the unique, 8-bit, VSN identification
number assigned by the user for insertion in optional diagnostic
headers (gate, request, clear) in the output data stream. Write to
the register with F16 A9, and read with F0 A9.
PING PONG INTERVAL REGISTER: Sets the interval between
40-ns-wide alternating output pulses for COM inputs on a pair of
LeCroy 3377 TDCs to measure extremely-long time ranges.
Interval selectable from 40 ns to 160 μs with 12-bit, 40-ns
resolution. Write to the register with F16 A11, and read with
F0 A11.
LED ASSIGNMENT REGISTER: Assigns the function of the
front-panel LEDs. Bits 0 to 5 control the yellow, A LED (default =
Full). Bits 6 to 11 control the green, B LED (default = Busy).
Write to the register with F16 A12, and read with F0 A12.

EXTERNAL OUTPUT SELECTION REGISTER: Programs the
signals assigned to the front-panel outputs, WSO, RQO, S and
Q. Write to the 12-bit register with F16 A13, and read with
F0 A13. A register value of 0 defaults to WSO or S = Write
Strobe Output and RQO or Q = Readout Request Output.

ppout1 & ppout2 are an alternating pair of pulses, spaced by the 
value in the ping-pong register.
begfo (begin FERA out) and endfo (end FERA out) are a pair of 
pulses indicating the beginning and end of the event to an external 
receiver for the FERA output data.
foinpr (FERA out in progress) begins at begfo and ends at endfo.

EVENT TIME-OUT REGISTER: Prevents readout loop lock-up
when the natural CLEAR is missing. The time-out delay following
assertion of BUS  can be selected with 12-bit, 640-ns resolution
up to 2.4 ms. (The default is zero, which disables the time-out.)
CLEAR is asserted at the end of the time-out interval
(independent of bit 4 in the control register). The time-out value
must be set longer than the maximum delay expected between
the gate and the end of the event. Write to the register with
F16 A14, and read with F0 A14.
EXTERNAL REN (EXTREN) INPUT SIGNAL SELECT
REGISTER: Assigns an input connector to be used for the
external REN signal input, as required when employing
operating mode 2 (see Control Register). Write to the register
with F16 A15, and read with F0 A15.

Value Port used for REN
1 ecl CLR
2 ecl readinh (RINH)
4 ecl WAK
8 ecl PSI

16 nim clear (C)
32 nim readinh (I)
64 nim wak (A)

Output Signal Assignment Codes
Value Output WSO Output RQO Output S Output Q
000 wso Request wso request
001 request Wso request wso
010 extpass Extpass extpass extpass
011 ppout1 Ppout2 ppout1 ppout2
100 foinpr Foinpr foinpr foinpr
101 begfo Begfo begfo begfo
110 endfo Endfo endfo endfo
111 busy Busy busy busy

Value LED A (0–5) LED B (6–11) Description
000000 Full Busy Default status
000001 Enable Enable
000010 Busy Busy
000011 Busreq Busreq
000100 Buswst Buswst
000101 Buswak Buswak
000110 Extwst Extwst
000111 Extwak Extwak
001000 Ren Ren
001001 Psi Psi
001010 Full Full (FIFO is full)
001011 LAM LAM
001100 Empty Empty (FIFO is empty)
001101 Fifo14 Fifo14 (1M FIFO is 1/4 full)
001110 Fifo12 Fifo12 (1M FIFO is 1/2 full)
001111 Fifo34 Fifo34 (1M FIFO is 3/4 full)

Register Bit Assignments
LSB MSB

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
WSO RQO S Q

7
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ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
POWER REQUIRED: The Model CMC203 derives its power
from a CAMAC crate supplying ±24 V, and ±6 V. The power
required is +24 V at 0.01 A, +6 V at 1.5 A, –6 V at 1.4 A, and
–24 V at 0.01 A.
WEIGHT
Net: 0.7 kg (1.5 lb).
Shipping: 1.4 kg (3 lb).
DIMENSIONS: CAMAC-standard single-width module 1.70 cm x
22.15 cm (0.67 x 8.72 in.) front panel per IEEE/583-1982 (Reaff.
1988).
CE: Compliant with EEC CE regulations.

Optional Accessories
The C-ECLBUS Cable Kit is recommended as an accessory to
facilitate the FERAbus interconnections. Each kit contains:
Quantity Description

1 16-conductor ribbon cable with 23 headers installed 
at 7.6-cm intervals for the ECL Control Bus.

1 34-conductor ribbon cable with 23 headers installed 
at 7.6-cm intervals for the ECL Data Bus.

1 51-cm long twisted pair cable with 2-pin sockets and
headers on each end for the NEXT (PASS) to CLR 
connections.

23 15-cm long twisted pair cables with 2-pin sockets 
and headers on each end for the REO to RDE 
(REN), and the NEXT (PASS) to RDE (REN) 
connections.

The ribbon cables will serve an entire crate full of FERAbus
modules, and can be cut to handle smaller groups of modules.

Ordering Information
To order, specify:
Model Description
CMC203 FERA Driver, Memory and Histogrammer
C-ECLBUS Cable kit for the ECLBUS
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